Best Pressure Washer for under $300
In this article, we are going to review the top pressure washers under 300 dollars. I will also
provide you with the pros and cons of each product.
The pressure washer is one of the most useful and valuable tools in any family's home. With a
power washer you can clean your car, driveway, patio, boat and more. It also makes washing
your house much easier than doing it with a traditional hose and bucket. In this article, we
will take a look at the best pressure washers for under $300 so you can get the most bang for
your buck.

TEANDE 3800PSI Electric Pressure Washer, 2.8GPM
TEANDE 3800PSI Electric Pressure Washer, 2.8GPM is one of the best machines in the market
for house cleaning and car washing. It can be used for both outdoor and indoor cleaning. The
machine has a solid and outstanding construction with a total stop system that prevents from
over-pressure during the operation. It has an 1800W powerful motor which provides
sufficient pressure to clean any surface like tile, siding, stone, brick or concrete.

SIMPSON Cleaning MS60763-S MegaShot Gas Pressure Washer
The SIMPSON Cleaning MS60763-S MegaShot Gas Pressure Washer is one of the best gas
pressure washers on the market today with its 1/4 in. x 25 ft. MorFlex hose, Steel
construction frame, and 5 quick connect nozzle tips: 0°, 15°, 25°, 40° and soap for heavy duty
tasks like cleaning sidewalks and patios. Being able to clean a variety of surfaces with
different spray angles allows you to choose the best tool for the job and get it done quickly
and efficiently.

Westinghouse Outdoor Power Equipment WPX3200
The Westinghouse WPX3200 is a 3200 PSI gas powered pressure washer that can be used for
cleaning just about anything. It has a 212cc 4-Stroke OHV Horizontal shaft Engine, with a
maximum water flow of 2. 5 GPM. With the WPX3200 you get enough power to blast
through caked on dirt and grime and enough precision to get into hard to reach places thanks
to the . 5 Adjustable Spray Lance.

Sun Joe SPX3000 2030 Pressure Washer
The Sun Joe SPX3000 2030 PSI Pressure Washer with Turbo Nozzle is the most versatile
pressure washer on the market, and comes in a variety of colors to choose from. With its
powerful 2030 PSI and TSS (Total Stop System), you’ll have no problem cleaning off any dirt,
grime, or grease from any surface. The dual detergent tanks allow you to switch easily
between soap and water for different surfaces. This Sun Joe SPX3000 is ready to go with just
a simple push of the power button!

Karcher K5 Premium Electric Power Pressure Washer
This Karcher K5 Premium Electric Power Pressure Washer is the most advanced electric
power washer on the market today. It gives you outstanding cleaning results with 2,000 PSI
and 1.4 GPM at a price that won’t break the bank. The lightweight design makes it easy to
move around and store in small spaces, while the stainless steel wand resists corrosion and
makes cleaning easier.
The K5 comes with a with a 25-foot high pressure hose and a variable spray wand to deliver
15 different cleaning functions in one easy-to-use package.
Final thoughts on the Best Pressure Washer for under $300
You can’t go wrong with any of these pressure washers. The important thing is that you
choose the right one for your particular needs. If you’re looking for a pressure washer to
clean your entire house, then the Sun Joe SPX3000 is a great option.

